The Harold Wadsworth Haywood collection of early caving photographs Leeds Cave Club 1928-1934, photograph albums by Gill Nixon, David J. Lowe, Robert P. McIntosh
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H.W. Haywood - introduction

A collection of photographs depicting cave exploration and related activities in the Yorkshire Dales area by the Leeds Cave Club in the early 1930s and taken by Harold Wadsworth Haywood FRPS was donated to the Geological Survey of Great Britain Library by Miss Haywood in 1935. The collection consists of two large albums containing a total of 460 separate photographs. There are also twenty-six pages of typescript notes, a bibliography and nine pages of hand-drawn maps and sections illustrating the Alum Pot area and its caves, all produced by Eli Simpson.

The dates of the photographs range from 1928-1934. The images cover the Yorkshire Dales and adjacent areas of Lancashire and Westmorland in the west. They include surface photographs of the caves and karst features, many spectacular underground shots of the caves and their formations, and pictures of members of the Leeds Cave Club, exploring the caves and carrying out a variety of other activities on the surface.

The collection consists of two large albums which can be viewed from the following links:
Publications

Nixon, Gill. 2007 Cave and karst images: the rediscovery of an important historical record. Cave and Karst Science : Transactions of the British Cave Research Association, 33 (2). 87-88. Download PDF

Nixon, Gillian; Lowe, David; McIntosh, Robert. 2008 The Harold Wadsworth Haywood collection of early caving photographs. [Poster] In: 19th Cave Science Symposium, Loughborough University, 8th March 2008. Download PDF

Contents

View album 1

Album 1 Front Cover
Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
Manchester Hole (Nidderdale).1932.
Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931.
Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.
Goyden Pot, 1931.
Goyden Pot, August 1930.
Great and Little Douk Caves. September 1930.
The Alum Pot area
Alum Pot
From Selside to Alum Pot 1931
Alum Pot (surface) 1931.
Alum Pot, 1931.
Diccan Pot, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Weathercote Cave 1930
Weathercote Cave 1930-31.
Weathercote Cave, Easter 1931
Leeds Cave Club Easter Camp at Chapel-le-Dale, 1931.
Jingle Pot, Easter 1931.
Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931.
Blayshaw Gill Pot No.1, Nidderdale, 1931.
Thorns Gill Cave, Ribblesdale, Easter 1931.
High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.
Victoria Cave, Ribblesdale, 1930.
Bruntscar Cave, Chape-le-Dale, October 1930.
Storr's Cave, Ingleton, 1930.
Troller's Cave (Hell Hole) near Skyreholme in Wharfedale, 1928
Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928
Troller's Cave in winter, 1928
Calf Holes, Ribblesdale.
Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932.
On the way to Sulber and Nick Pots. September 3rd 1933.
Sulber Pot, (Simon Fell).
Nick Pot, Simon Fell. September 3rd 1933.
Eyeholes. August 1933.
Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].
Hidden Pot. August 1933. (Linked up with Bull Pot [of the Witches]).
Cow Pot. August 1933.
Ease Gill 1933.
Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.
View looking up Kingsdale.
Braida Garth Farm and Gregareth.
Gregareth from the camp. Rowten Pot is opposite.
The Kingsdale road (Dent-Ingleton).
View across Kingsdale from Rowten Pot. Easter 1934.
Rowten Pot, Gregareth. Easter 1934.
Jingling Pot, Gregareth, Easter 1934.
Yordas Cave, Kingsdale.
Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell.
In camp at High Birkwith. Whitsun 1932.
Brow Gill Cave, entrance 1932.
[Hunt Pot.]

Full album pages

Volume 1

P668135 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932
P668136 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
P668137 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
P668138 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
P668139 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
P668140 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
P668141 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
P668142 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
P668143 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
P668144 Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932.
Manchester Hole (Nidderdale). 1932.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1920.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931.

Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

Goyden Pot, 1931.

Goyden Pot, August 1930.

Goyden Pot, 1931.

Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930.

Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930.

The Alum Pot Area -Subtitle Page

Alum Pot. View from pot looking East (Pen-y-Ghent snow covered).

Alum Pot. The pot looking north (the top of the first ladder can be seen).

From Selside to Alum Pot 1933.

Alum Pot (surface) 1931.

Alum Pot (surface) 1931.

Alum Pot, 1931.

Alum Pot, 1931.

Alum Pot, 1931.

Alum Pot, 1931.

Alum Pot, 1931.

Alum Pot, 1931.

Alum Pot, 1931.
Alum Pot, 1931.
Alum Pot, 1931.
Alum Pot, 1931.
Alum Pot, 1931.
Diccan Pot, 1931.
Diccan Pot, 1931.
Diccan Pot, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Long Churn, 1931.
Weathercote Cave 1930.
Weathercote Cave 1930-31.
Weathercote Cave, Easter 1931.
Weathercote Cave, Easter 1931.
Leeds Cave Club Easter Camp at Chapel-le-Dale, 1931.
Leeds Cave Club Easter Camp at Chapel-le-Dale, 1931.
Jingle Pot, Easter 1931.
Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931.
Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931.
Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931.
Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931.
Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931.
Thorns Gill Cave, Ribblesdale, Easter 1931.
Thorns Gill Cave, Ribblesdale, Easter 1931.
High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.
High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.
Victoria Cave, Ribblesdale, 1930.
Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930.
Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930.
Storr's Cave, Ingleton, 1930.
Troller's Cave (Hell Hole) near Skyreholme in Wharfedale, 1928.
Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928
Troller's Cave in winter, 1928
Plan No. D. 1.
Alum Pot area scale 9 inches = 1 mile. E. Simpson, Leeds 1931 ref No. D/1
Sections. Scale 1 inch = 45 ft. original survey made during the Yorkshire Speleological Associations August 1906.
The Alum Pot area. Ingleborough, Yorkshire by E. Simpson. [Text p. 1,2]
The Alum Pot area. Ingleborough, Yorkshire by E. Simpson. [Text p. 3,4]
The Alum Pot area. Ingleborough, Yorkshire by E. Simpson. [Text p. 5,6]
The Alum Pot area. Ingleborough, Yorkshire by E. Simpson. [Text p. 7]
The Alum Pot by E. Simpson. Plan D3.
The Alum Pot by E. Simpson. Plan D3.
The Alum Pot by E. Simpson. Plan D3.
The Alum Pot by E. Simpson. Plan D3.
Long Churn Cave. Alum Pot area, Selside, Ingleborough by E. Simpson Plan D4 [Text p. 3,4]

Section of Diccan Pot Scale 1 inch = 60 feet. [Plan] Original survey made during the explorations June 1910 by the Yorkshire Speleological Association. Second survey made September 12th 1931 during the explorations of the Leeds Cave Club.


Sections from Upper [Churn]. Scale 1 inch = 60 feet.

Churn to Alum Pot. [Sections.] 1 inch = 16 feet.


Borrins Moor Cave (Bor, a wood; Rin. A point). Alum Pot area. Ingleborough. By E. Simpson. Plan D6.


Alum Pot area. Bibliography

Volume 2

Calf Holes, Ribblesdale. Whitsun 1932

Calf Holes, (in spate, 1932)

Calf Holes (Ribblesdale) 1932.

Calf Holes 1932.

Calf Holes and Dry Lathe Caves. 1932.

Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932.

Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932.

Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932.

On the way to Sulber and Nick Pots. September 3rd 1933.

Sulber Pot, (Simon Fell).

Nick Pot, Simon Fell. September 3rd 1933.

Eyeholes. August 1933.

Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].
Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches]. (Bull Pot in near trees).

Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

Cow Pot. August 1933

Hidden Pot. August 1933.

Ease Gill 1933.

Ease Gill 1933.

Ease Gill 1933.

Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.

Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.

Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.

View looking up Kingsdale. Yordas cave is in the first wood. The road to Dent can be seen in the valley.

Braida Garth Farm and Gregareth.

Gregareth from the camp. Rowten Pot is opposite.

The Kingsdale road (Dent-Ingleton).


Rowten Pot, Gregareth. Easter 1934.
Rowten Pot, Gregareth. Easter 1934.
Rowten Cave, Gregareth, Easter 1934.
Jingling Pot, Gregareth, Easter 1934.
Jingling Pot, Gregareth, Easter 1934.
Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. 1932-4.
In Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. Easter 1934.
Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. 1930-4.
Yordas Cave, Kingsdale 1930-4.
Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell.
Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1933-34.
Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1933-34.
Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell.
Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1932-34.
Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell.
Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1932.
In camp at High Birkwith. Whitsun 1932.
Brow Gill Cave, entrance 1932.
[Hunt Pot.]

**Cave index**

A listing of individual photographs arranged alphabetically by cave or cave area with links to the image on GeoScenic, the British Geological Survey photo viewer.

**Alum Pot**

Alum Pot. View from pot looking East (Pen-y-Ghent snow covered).

Alum Pot. The pot looking north (the top of the first ladder can be seen).

From Selside to Alum Pot 1931. A bleak prospect. The lower slopes of Simon Fell with Pen-y-Ghent just visible through the mist.

From Selside to Alum Pot 1931. Looking northeast towards Cam Fell (note the limestone cropping out everywhere).
From Selside to Alum Pot 1933. A party coming towards Alum Pot. Northcote Farm among the trees and Pen-y-Ghent in the distance.

From Selside to Alum Pot 1933. Northcote Farm, Selside.

From Selside to Alum Pot 1933. Northcote Farm and Pen-y-Ghent.

From Selside to Alum Pot 1933. Northcote Farm (my tent under tree. Tackle stored in barn on left).

From Selside to Alum Pot 1933. Clints or helks on Simon Fell. (Limestone showing water erosion).

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. The trees surrounding the pot. Horton Tarn in the distance one and a half miles away. Turn Dub the outflow of the underground stream from Alum Pot is close to Horton Tarn.

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. Approaching the pot. Simon Fell in background.

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. A potholers camp by the side of Alum Pot. (Northern Caves [Cavern] and Fell Club 1930).

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. Carrying back the ladders.

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. At the pot.

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. The beck fall in spate.

"Alum Pot (surface) 1931. The beck fall in spate (from east side of pot). The stream going over the lip of the pot falls a sheer 200 feet, then forms a series of cascades down the ""Gulley"". It then falls a sheer 30 feet and makes another series of cascade."

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. The fall in dry season.

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. The top of the fall in dry season.

Alum Pot (surface) 1931. Beginning the descent (top of first ladder).

Alum Pot, 1931. Working the life-line from the surface.

Alum Pot, 1931. Brench, Wilkinson and Clarkson working the life-line from the surface.

Alum Pot, 1931. About half-way down the first pitch of 140 feet.

Alum Pot, 1931. About half-way down the first pitch. Heald beginning second pitch (60 feet).


Alum Pot, 1931. The ledge and Alum Pot Beck fall (in dry weather).

"Alum Pot, 1931. Descent of the ""Bridge""."
"Alum Pot, 1931. The "Bridge" in sunlight. A party descending to the Bridge to join those who have made direct ladder descent, and to carry out the full descent of the pot."

"Alum Pot, 1931. East ledge and "Bridge" from "Balcony"."

"Alum Pot, 1931. Top of "Balcony". The view from Long Churn mouth. The ladder for the direct descent can be seen on the left."

"Alum Pot, 1931. View from the "balcony". Ladder on the left. Alum Pot beck fall in the dry season."

Alum Pot, 1931. Mist and shadow. An impression of the pot from mouth of Long Churn.

"Alum Pot, 1931. The Balcony terrace (with figures) and upper part of north waterfall, photographed in three sections from the foot of the "Bridge". The great depth can be gauged from the size of the figure."

"Alum Pot, 1931. The "Balcony" and mouth of Long Churn (showing short ladder pitch to terrace), from Bridge, photographed in two sections."

Alum Pot, 1931. Sunshine streaming into the pot (view from balcony).

Alum Pot, 1931. Alum Pot from balcony (mouth of Long Churn)

Alum Pot, 1931. View from the bottom of Alum Pot Beck fall. The camera is pointing straight up. Both the 60 foot (bottom) and the 140 foot (top) ladders can be seen but owing to foreshortening they appear much shorter and give a wrong impression of their length. The ledge is where the rungs begin to be blurred owing to someone descending during the rather long exposure. Taken in drenching spray from the 200 ft. fall.

"Alum Pot, 1931. The "gulley". The man near the top of the 30 foot pitch is looking up at the view [seen in P717395]."

"Alum Pot, 1931. Looking straight up from the bottom of the 30 foot pitch. The underside of the "Bridge" can be seen. The camera was on its back with the lens pointing vertically upward. Spray from a waterfall caused difficulty in taking this picture."

Alum Pot, 1931. Looking up the gulley at an angle of 45 degrees.

Alum Pot, 1931. E. Wood about to descend the 30 foot ladder pitch. The daylight grows dim here. Photographed partly in daylight and partly by flashlight.

Alum Pot, 1931. Looking out from bottom of 30 foot ladder pitch.

Alum Pot, 1931. Looking out from final chamber. Daylight just catches top and bottom of 30 foot pitch (part flashlight part daylight).

Alum Pot, 1931. The subterranean fall coming from Diccan Pot (the opening can be seen), (flashes at foot of fall at camera).

Alum Pot, 1931. A closer view of the fall (flash near the camera).

"Alum Pot, 1931. The "sump" or final pool. The end of the Pot 293 feet below the surface. From here the waterflows underground to Turn Dub 1.5 miles away (flash in front of figures)."
Alum Pot, 1931. The "sump" (flash in front of figures).

Alum Pot, 1931. The subterranean fall from Diccan Pot (flash behind camera).

Alum Pot, 1931. At the foot of Diccan Pot fall (the sump is only a few yards away).


Alum Pot area scale 9 inches = 1 mile. E. Simpson, Leeds 1931 ref No. D/1


Sections. Scale 1 inch = 45 ft. original survey made during the Yorkshire Speleological Associations August 1906. Revised Survey made during the explorations of the Leeds Cave Club. September 13th 1931.

The Alum Pot area. Ingleborough, Yorkshire by E. Simpson. [Text p. 1,2]

The Alum Pot area. Ingleborough, Yorkshire by E. Simpson. [Text p. 3,4]

The Alum Pot area. Ingleborough, Yorkshire by E. Simpson. [Text p. 5,6]

The Alum Pot area. Ingleborough, Yorkshire by E. Simpson. [Text p. 7]

The Alum Pot by E. Simpson. Plan D3. [Text p. 1,2]


Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1

Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931.

Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931.

Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931.

Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931.

Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931.
Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931. The stream and entrance to No. 2 pot (under boulder marked x).

Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931. Myself [H. W. Haywood] descending. On this occasion we had the waterfall on us all the way - 50 feet.


Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931. A piece of water weathered crinoidal limestone, natural size from bottom of waterfall.

Blayshaw Gill Pot No. 1, Nidderdale, 1931. Crinoidal limestone in situ at bottom of pot.

**Borrins Moor Cave**

Borrins Moor Cave (Bor, a wood; Rin. A point). Alum Pot area. Ingleborough. By E. Simpson. Plan D6. by E. Simpson [p 1,2]


**Brow Gill Cave**

Brow Gill Cave, entrance 1932.

**Bruntscar Cave**

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Ingleboro from Bruntscar.

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Bruntscar old house (entrance to cave through door).

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. View from Bruntscar (looking towards Cam Fell).

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Supper in the barn.

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Drying shirts at Bruntscar Hall after doing the cave.

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. To bed on the hay.

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Stalactites (flash).

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Entering the cave.

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Stalactites (flash).

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Icicles among the caves on Ingleboro. [Ingleborough] 9 Nov. 1930).

Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Photographing in the cave. (Flash).
Bruntscar Cave, Chapel-le-Dale, October 1930. Icicles on Ingleboro' [Ingleborough] (Nov. 1930)

**Bull Pot of the Witches**

P640624 "Bull Pot of the Witches 1933. Entering ""1932 chamber"". "

P640625 "Bull Pot of the Witches 1933. In ""1932 chamber"". "

P640626 Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.

P640627 Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.

P640628 Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.

P640629 Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.

P640630 Bull Pot of the Witches 1933.

**Barbondale**

P640575 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches]. Bull Pot lies about a mile away over the hill.

P640576 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

P640577 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

P640578 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches]. The camp from the fell. Dent road in distance.

P640579 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

P640580 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

P640581 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches]. The road to Bull Pot Farm.

P640582 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches]. The farm from the Kirby Lonsdale road.

P640583 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches]. The farm from the Kirby Lonsdale road.

P640584 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches]. Farm from near pot.

P640585 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches]. (Bull Pot in near trees).

P640586 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

P640587 Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].
Barbondale, Whitsun 1933, Leeds Cave Club at Bull Pot [of the Witches].

Bill Dale sleeps it off.

Burnetts' chamber (in two sections).

Calf Holes

Calf Holes, Ribblesdale. Whitsun 1932

Calf Holes, (in spate, 1932)

Calf Holes (Ribblesdale) 1932. In dry season.
Calf Holes 1932.
P640550 Calf Holes 1932. Entrance to Dry Lathe on the left.

**Cow Pot**
P640609 Cow Pot. August 1933
P640610 Cow Pot. August 1933
P640611 Cow Pot. August 1933
P640612 Cow Pot. August 1933
P640613 Cow Pot. August 1933

**Diccan Pot**
P617408 Diccan Pot, 1931. Entrance.
P617410 Diccan Pot, 1931. The stream leaving Long Churn to enter Diccan Pot almost immediately. Entrance under foreground.
P617411 Diccan Pot, 1931. Stream leaving Long Churn.
P617412 Diccan Pot, 1931. A rift in the stream bed outside the entrance.
P617413 Diccan Pot, 1931. Looking out of the entrance.
P617414 Diccan Pot, 1931. The rift in bed of stream.
P617415 Diccan Pot, 1931. Round the first bed looking out.
P617416 Diccan Pot, 1931. Round the first bend, the last of the daylight (by flash and daylight).
P617417 Diccan Pot, 1931. The crawl into Long Churn (self) [H. W. Haywood].
P617418 Diccan Pot, 1931. The plank pool.
P617419 Diccan Pot, 1931. At the lip of the pot (250 feet drop into Alum Pot).
P617420 Diccan Pot, 1931. The crawl passage into Long Churn.

"Diccan Pot, 1931. The ""girder"" pool (eight feet deep) (myself [H. W. Haywood] crossing, flash in front)."

P617587 Section of Diccan Pot Scale 1 inch = 60 feet. [Plan] Original survey made during the explorations June 1910 by the Yorkshire Speleological Association. Second survey made September 12th 1931 during the explorations of the Leeds Cave Club.
Dowka Bottom Cave

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Entrance to Dowka Bottom Cave.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. The cave in winter.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Entrance showing mosses and ferns. The upper part of this picture is lichen covered rock and was beautifully coloured- salmon, greys, pinks, mauve and many shades of green.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Entering the cave.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. A little way within the entrance.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1920. Dowka Bottom Cave in 1920. TOO big to scan

"Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. In the "narrows". A great stalactite cascade. (Flash at foot of cascade)."

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Entering the final chamber. (Flash in front round bend).

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Climbing up the stalactite cascade (stream bed). (Flash at camera).

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Leaving the final chamber. (Flash at camera)

"Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. In the "narrows" (Flash at camera). "

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. At the end of the entrance chamber.

"Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Stalactite cascade in the "narrows"."

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. The end of the cave - a pool.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Returning from the final chamber. (Flash in front of figures).

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. A miniature cave in the wall of the final chamber.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. A miniature cave in the wall of the final chamber.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Clarkson in a crawl hole.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. In final chamber.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Self in final chamber. [H. W. Haywood].

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. A stalactite in final chamber.

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Entering final chamber. (Flash in front of camera).

Dowka Bottom Cave, 1931. Entering final chamber. (Flash at camera).
Dry Lathe Caves

P640551 Calf Holes and Dry Lathe Caves. 1932. In Dry Lathe Cave (stalactite passage).
P640553 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Entrance to main passage.
P640554 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Entrance to stalactite cave.
P640555 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Entrance to stalactite cave.
P640556 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Stalactite passage.
P640557 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Stalactite passage.
P640558 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Stalactite passage.
P640559 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Stalactites.
P640560 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Stalactites.
P640561 Dry Lathe Caves (Ribblesdale) 1932. Stalactites.

Ease Gill

P640614 Ease Gill 1933. From road to Bull Pot.
P640615 Ease Gill 1933. From road to Bull Pot.
P640616 Ease Gill 1933.
P640617 Ease Gill 1933.
P640618 Ease Gill 1933. Easegill Kirk.
P640619 Ease Gill 1933. Easegill Kirk.
P640620 Ease Gill 1933.
P640621 Ease Gill 1933.
P640622 Ease Gill 1933. Near stream outlet of Lost John's Cave.
P640623 Ease Gill 1933. Near stream outlet of Lost John's Cave.

Eyeholes

P640572 Eyeholes. August 1933.
P640573 Eyeholes. August 1933.
P640574 Eyeholes. August 1933.
Gatekirk Cave

P617497 Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931. Ingleboro [Ingleborough] from the cave.

P617498 Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931.

P617499 Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931.

P617500 Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931. Clarkson at cascades (side flash).

P617501 Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931. The junction of dry and wet passages. Stream passage to left, dry passage to right.


P617503 Gatekirk Cave (Chapel-le-Dale), Easter 1931. The cascades and stream passage behind. (front flash).

Gingling Hole

P640658 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. The Malham-Horton road near the pot - from the shooting box.

P640659 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell.

P640660 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell.

P640661 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1933-34. Near the stream crawl.

P640662 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1933-34. A typical bedding plane.

P640663 "Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1933-34. Taking a ""breather"" in one of the roomier passages on way out."

P640664 "Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1933-34. Beginning of ""canal"" (waist deep further on)."

P640665 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1933-34. Horizontal stalactites on wall of final chamber.

P640666 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1933-34. A remarkable horizontal stalactite near entrance to final chamber.

P640667 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. Last ladder pitch. 1934.

P640668 "Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. ""Straws"" in final chamber. 1932"

P640669 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1932-34. A fine stalactite near entrance to final chamber.

P640670 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. 1932-34. A fine stalactite near entrance to final chamber.

P640671 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. The final chamber. Horizontal stalactites in entrance to final chamber.

P640672 Gingling Hole, Fountains Fell. The final chamber.
Goyden Pot

P617332 Goyden Pot, 1931. View near the pot.
P617333 Goyden Pot, 1931. The party at the pot (over fence to left).
P617334 Goyden Pot, 1931. Entrance.
P617335 Goyden Pot, 1931. Entering the pot.
P617336 Goyden Pot, 1931. Sunshafts at entrance.
P617337 Goyden Pot, 1931. Entrance from within.
P617338 Goyden Pot, 1931. First chamber.
P617339 Goyden Pot, 1931. The great chamber.
P617340 Goyden Pot, August 1930. The first fall.
P617341 Goyden Pot, August 1930. The first fall.
P617342 Goyden Pot, August 1930. Subterranean falls taken by flashlight.
P617343 Goyden Pot, August 1930. Subterranean falls taken by flashlight.
P617344 Goyden Pot, August 1930. Subterranean falls taken by flashlight.
P617345 Goyden Pot, August 1930. Subterranean falls taken by flashlight.
P617346 Goyden Pot, August 1930. Subterranean falls taken by flashlight.
P617347 Goyden Pot, August 1930. Subterranean falls taken by flashlight.
P689937 Goyden Pot, 1931. The great chamber.

Great and Little Douk Caves

P617348 Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. In Great Douk Pot.
P617349 Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. On Ingleborough near the cave.
P617350 Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. The way in (Great Douk).
P617351 Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. In Little Douk Pot.
P617352 Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. Entering Little Douk Cave from the Pot.
P617353 Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. In Little Douk Cave.
Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. Stalagmites forming. (Flashlight picture)

Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. A stalagmite cascade. (Flashlight picture).

Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. Stalactites. (Flashlight picture).

Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. Stalactites. (Flashlight picture).

Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. A great stalactite cascade. (Flashlight picture).

Great and Little Douk Caves, Ingleborough September 1930. Nearing the explorable limits of the cave (about three quarters of a mile from the entrance.) (Flashlight picture).

**Hidden Pot**

Hidden Pot. August 1933. (Linked up with Bull Pot).

Hidden Pot. August 1933. (Linked up with Bull Pot).

**High Birkwith Cave**

High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.

High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.

High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.

High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.

High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.

High Birkwith Cave, Ribblesdale, 1931.

**Hunt Pot**

Hunt Pot. Easter 1931.

Hunt Pot, Easter 1931.


Hunt Pot, Easter 1931.
Jingling Pot
P640644 Jingling Pot, Gregareth, Easter 1934.
P640645 Jingling Pot, Gregareth, Easter 1934.
P640646 Jingling Pot, Gregareth, Easter 1934.
P640647 Jingling Pot, Gregareth, Easter 1934.
P640648 Jingling Pot, Gregareth, Easter 1934.

Long Churn
P617423 Long Churn, 1931. Entrance to upper Long Churn Cave.
P617425 "Long Churn, 1931. The ""chute"". Figure H. W. Haywood."
P617427 "Long Churn, 1931. The ""chute"" and ""Dr. Banister's Handbasin"" in the chamber known as St. Pauls"" (W. Dale climbing). Flash behind camera."
P617428 Long Churn, 1931. H. M. Heald in main passage. (Flash in front).
P617429 Long Churn, 1931. The outlet of Upper Long Churn (figure self [H. W. Haywood]).
P617430 Long Churn, 1931. Leeds Cave Club outside entrance.
P617431 Long Churn, 1931. E. Clarkson at entrance.
P617432 Long Churn, 1931. Entrance from within.
P617434 "Long Churn, 1931. The fall and the beginning of the ""wet"" passage. (Flash right front)."
P617435 Long Churn, 1931. The bottom of the fall (side flash).
P617437 "Long Churn, 1931. Clarkson leaving the ""dam"" pool for the dry passage. Three flashes were given for this photograph - one behind camera, one in front of figure, and one in passage beyond."
P617438 "Long Churn, 1931. The dam pool and ""oxbow""."
P617439 Long Churn, 1931. The dam pool.
Long Churn, 1931. The traverse pool.

"Long Churn, 1931. The traverse pool (5' 6" deep)."

Long Churn, 1931. The traverse pool and plank pool.

Long Churn, 1931. The traverse pool and plank pool.

Long Churn, 1931. The traverse pool and plank pool.

Long Churn, 1931. The traverse pool and plank pool.

Long Churn, 1931. Plank pool.

Long Churn, 1931. Plank pool.

Long Churn, 1931. Plank pool.

Long Churn, 1931. Plank pool.


"Long Churn, 1931. The evolution of stalactites. "Straw" stalactites beginning to form."


"Long Churn, 1931. The evolution of stalactites. Clusters of "straws" thickening into masses."


Long Churn, 1931. The evolution of stalactites. Stalactites that have thickened and joined into solid masses.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.

Long Churn, 1931. Deposits in Long Churn Cave.
Lost John's Cave


Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. The dam and shakehole (where the stream was turned).

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Excavating in the shakehole.

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Dry entrance.

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Dry entrance.

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Wet entrance.

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Descending into the
Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. The roof traverse.

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. In the ""Vestry""."

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Stalactites in the ""Depot""."

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. In the stalactite chamber.

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Stalactites (matchbox to indicate size)."

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. In ""Centipede"" passage."

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. In stalactite chamber.

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. End of stalactite chamber.

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Stalactite ribs in ""Vestry""."

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Stalactite ribs in ""Vestry""."

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. The ""Pulpit"" and top of Cathedral pitch."

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. The Cathedral pitch (about 70 feet). Photographed in three sections and much foreshortened by camera tilt.

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Descent of ""Cathedral""."

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Entering the ""Crypt"" from Cathedral."


Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Entering the tunnel out of Dome Pot.

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. The tunnel from Dome Pot into passage to ""Bob's Pit""."

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. Descending into Candle Pot.
Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. A meal at 3am, 3rd April in Candle Pot, nearly 400 feet from the surface. (Cliff Wilkinson, Flemming and Brench).

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. C. W descending Shistol Pot. [Cliff Wilkinson].

"Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. The ""Battle Axe"". (Camera held in one hand flash in the other)."

Lost John's Cave on Leck Fell. Leeds Cave Club Meet Easter 1932. The Battle Axe pitch, over 400 feet from the surface).

**Manchester Hole**


Manchester Hole (Nidderdale). 1932. Close up of tip of stalactite [P617288].

Manchester Hole (Nidderdale). 1932. Stalactite, [see close-up P617287].


Manchester Hole (Nidderdale). 1932. Climbing the almost vertical cliff of clay covered rock.

Manchester Hole (Nidderdale). 1932. On top of the cliff. [See P617290] This balcony is very extensive.


**Nick Pot**


Nick Pot, Simon Fell. September 3rd 1933.

Nick Pot, Simon Fell. September 3rd 1933.

**Rowten Cave**

P640641 Rowten Cave, Gregareth, Easter 1934.

P640642 Rowten Cave, Gregareth, Easter 1934.

P640643 Rowten Cave, Gregareth, Easter 1934.

P640634 Gregareth from the camp. Rowten Pot is opposite.


P640637 Rowten Pot, Gregareth. Easter 1934.

P640638 Rowten Pot, Gregareth. Easter 1934.

P640639 Rowten Pot, Gregareth. Easter 1934. Top of long ladder pitch. (Bridge on left).

P640640 Rowten Pot, Gregareth. Easter 1934. First ladder to ledge and bridge.

**Sleets Gill Cave**

P617321 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617322 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617323 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617324 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617325 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617326 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617327 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617328 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617329 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617330 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

P617331 Sleets Gill Cave, Littondale, 1931.

**Storr's Cave**

P617547 Storr's Cave, Ingleton, 1930, entrance.

P617548 Storr's Cave, Ingleton, 1930.

P617549 Storr's Cave, Ingleton, 1930.

P617550 Storr's Cave, Ingleton, 1930.
**Sulber Pot**

P640562 On the way to Sulber and Nick Pots. September 3rd 1933.

P640563 On the way to Sulber and Nick Pots. September 3rd 1933.

P640564 On the way to Sulber and Nick Pots. September 3rd 1933.

P640565 Sulber Pot, (Simon Fell).

P640566 Sulber Pot, (Simon Fell).

P640567 Sulber Pot, (Simon Fell).

**Thorns Gill cave**

P617519 Thorns Gill Cave, Ribblesdale, Easter 1931.

P617520 Thorns Gill Cave, Ribblesdale, Easter 1931. Thorns Gill. View from entrance.

P617521 Thorns Gill Cave, Ribblesdale, Easter 1931.

P617522 Thorns Gill Cave, Ribblesdale, Easter 1931.

P617523 Thorns Gill Cave, Ribblesdale, Easter 1931. Thorns Gill. Entrance.

**Troller's Cave (Hell Hole)**

P617551 Troller's Cave (Hell Hole) near Skyreholme in Wharfedale, 1928. Entrance from end of first chamber.

P617552 Troller's Cave (Hell Hole) near Skyreholme in Wharfedale, 1928. In Troller's Gill (in dry season).

P617553 Troller's Cave (Hell Hole) near Skyreholme in Wharfedale, 1928. Troller's Gill.

P617554 Troller's Cave (Hell Hole) near Skyreholme in Wharfedale, 1928. Entrance.

P617555 Troller's Cave (Hell Hole) near Skyreholme in Wharfedale, 1928. Entrance.

P617556 Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928

P617557 Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928

P617558 Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928

P617559 Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928

P617560 Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928

P617561 Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928

P617562 Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928
Troller's Cave

*P617563* Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928

*P617564* Troller's Cave (in flood), 1928

*P617565* Troller's Cave in winter, 1928

*P617566* Troller's Cave in winter, 1928

*P617567* Troller's Cave in winter, 1928

*P617568* Troller's Cave in winter, 1928

*P617569* Troller's Cave in winter, 1928

*P617570* Troller's Cave in winter, 1928

*P617571* Troller's Cave in winter, 1928

**Victoria Cave**

*P617531* Victoria Cave, Ribblesdale, 1930.

*P617532* Victoria Cave, Ribblesdale, 1930.

*P617533* Victoria Cave, Ribblesdale, 1930.

*P617534* Victoria Cave, Ribblesdale, 1930.

**Weathercote Cave**

*P617477* Weathercote Cave 1930.

*P617478* "Weathercote Cave 1930-31. The fall and ""Mahomets"" coffin (the rock that spans the fall)."

*P617479* Weathercote Cave 1930-31. The fall from above.

*P617480* Weathercote Cave 1930-31. Descending to the foot of the fall, top of steps.

*P617481* Weathercote Cave 1930-31. Descending the rough steps to the cave.

*P617482* Weathercote Cave, Easter 1931. A party going down to the foot of the fall (from bottom of steps).

*P617483* Weathercote Cave, Easter 1931. The foot of the fall (daylight and flashlight).

*P617484* Weathercote Cave, Easter 1931. The foot of the fall (daylight and flashlight).

*P617485* Weathercote Cave, Easter 1931. The foot of the fall from the bedding cave. Taken at midnight, one flash inside, one flash outside. Darkness, drenching spray and wind from the rush of water gave us some little trouble in taking this.

*P617486* Weathercote Cave, Easter 1931. The foot of the fall (at midnight).
Yordas Cave

P640631 View looking up Kingsdale. Yordas cave is in the first wood. The road to Dent can be seen in the valley.

P640649 Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. 1932-4. A small pot on the edge of Yordas wood.

P640650 Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. 1932-4. Entrance.


P640652 In Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. . Easter 1934.

P640653 Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. 1930-4. The Belfry.

P640654 Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. . 1930-4. The Pulpit.

P640655 Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. 1930-4.

P640656 Yordas Cave, Kingsdale 1930-4. Waterfall chamber (dry weather).

P640657 Yordas Cave, Kingsdale. 1930-4.
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